HRC COA application
Property: 923 W End Blvd
Owner: Jeff Soriano
Re: Changes to existing fence

Background
The current fence was installed on/around March 2019. It is 48” tall and runs along the side yard of the
property, adjacent to First Street. The proposed changes are to the fence in order to bring them into
compliance with the updated historic guidelines.

Scope of Work
Per discussions with City staff and comments made during HRC review and appeal of above-mentioned
fence, I am proposing to address the “transparency” of the fence along First Street. No new structures
will be erected. The proposed project will utilize existing fence pickets and may include similar matching
materials if there is not enough existing material to be salvaged. The project scope will include the
following:
•
•

•
•

All of the pickets on the exterior side of the fence (facing outward towards First Street) will be
removed.
Pickets will then be reinstalled on the exterior side of fence with spacing between each picket to
achieve a level of transparency. The space between pickets is estimated between 1” and 3”,
similar to the existing and compliant back yard fence. See Fig 5
Most of the interior pickets (facing inward) will not be removed or altered, unless necessary to
achieve desired transparency. The interior pickets already have space between each picket.
Fence height will not be addressed or impacted.

Summary: The combination of space between external facing pickets and internal facing pickets will
create “gaps”, and achieve an amount of “transparency” and dimension that will bring the fence into
compliance. The fence in its current state or proposed state does/will not impede view of the house
from First Street.

Compliance with West End Design Review Standards
Changes to the Environment > Fences (beginning page 56 of West End Design Review Standards)
Standards #3, “The fence design, height, level of transparency, and the topography of the site shall be
considered when assessing the appropriateness of a new fence in areas of high visibility. The extent to
which a fence impedes view of the building from the right-of-way shall be a factor in determining
appropriateness.”

Photograph of front of house
Fig 3

Photograph of side of house along First Street – Fence is visible
Fig 4

Photo of “example” of staggered pickets per City Staff recommendation. (these pickets are different in
style and shape and the photo is just to show the staggered effect.)
Fig 5

